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In general, you have no obligation to provide a statement to
the police. If you’re under arrest or detained, you have the
right to contact a lawyer before you submit to questioning
or provide a statement.

Many people worry that by calling a lawyer, it may look as if they
have something to hide. Be advised that you can contact a lawyer
without negative inferences being drawn in court.
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I need to give a statement to
Q Do
police if asked for one?

If the police call asking to meet with you, you should contact a
lawyer for advice. Some police questioning may seem innocent
but it may turn aggressive and accusatory without being unlawful.
Anything you tell a police officer can be used against you and
someone may even go from being a witness to suspect without
knowing it.
Even if you provide a statement that exonerates you, that
statement will not necessarily be used in court. If you have
concrete evidence of your innocence, give it to your lawyer who
can ensure the police and/or Crown receive complete rather than
selective information.
There are some exceptions to your right to remain silent. If
you’re arrested for example, you must provide the police with
your name, date of birth and address. If asked by the police to
give a statement talk to Kelly Greenway Bruce first to find out
what information you MUST provide – if anything – and what
information you’re not required to provide.
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